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In Absolute Surrender, Andrew Murray writes clearly and powerfully on the necessity of surrender in

the Christian's life - something that isn't spoken about much today. But how is it done? How do we

really die to ourselves and live fully surrendered lives? Andrew Murray shows clearly from Scripture

how this surrender isn't from human effort, but from rises from God's grace and through the Holy

Spirit. Murray is a master in making the deep things of God easily grasped, and he does it again in

this classic book. Few books today can match the depth of understanding of this one on the subject

of legitimate, real Christianity. In the absence of this principle, there is no foundation for claims of

true Christianity. Absolute Surrender is not just a good book about an optional level of Christianity,

because this principle, presented first by Christ, Himself, is the sum of the only acceptable level for

the Christian experience. --This text refers to the Kindle Edition edition.
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Andrew Murray's book is a very good devotional reflection on the meaning of absolute surrender to

Christ through the work of t he Holy Spirit in our lives. It still has great meaning today, a hundred

years after it was written.

This is truly a spiritual awakening. I am constantly trying to strengthen my walk with God, and this

sure does that. For me, it was so informative and intense, that I could only read a section every

couple of nights. I had to focus on the plethora of information from one section and how it pertained



to my life before I could move on to more. I am on my 3rd time reading this and still getting great

information from it.

This is a book that will take you to the next level of your faith. I have purchased so many of these

over the years and given them away. This is an amazing book. Take it slow. It's a small book but

there is a lot packed in. I read two or three pages at a time and then put it away and meditate on the

message for a day or two. It will change your approach to your faith and how you move through life

with God. This will deepen your relationship with God!

Absolute Surrender challenges us to become more that complacent Christians, going through the

motions and not really connecting with Christ, moment to moment. It's a book that I read and reread,

drawing something fresh and challenging each time. A true blessing.

Andrew Murray gets to heart and core of our relationship with God an His Jesus Christ "Absolute

Surrender". We must learn that we are completely helpless without The Holy Spirit and as such we

need to aspire to surrender ourselves to God`s spirit, so we can be fully equipped to be an

instrument for His good works. I will most certainly at some point revisit this must read supplemental

book as I continue to seek my true calling in ChristÃ¢Â€Â¦

this man is on target. one of the old theologins. he goes deep but easy to follow.

Surrender was written decades ago in a style that's difficult for modern readers to appreciate.

Although it would "read better" if it was rewritten, it still might not successfully communicate Murrays

emphasis on relationship over religion.

I only just started this book last night and wasn't even able to read very much because of

exhaustion. But, after reading only the first few pages, I cannot wait to continue! Andrew Murray

writes in a way that is so easy to understand. So simple, yet uniquely profound. After reading his

other book Humility, I knew I had to continue reading his works. 5 pages in and I am already

amazed by what God has begun to do with my life, as I reflected on the reading from last night.

Andrew Murray is a disciple if I have ever encountered one, and I pray that the Holy Spirit will spur

us all onward into such sold out devotion to Him. I believe that this book will help us along the way!
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